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You might recall reading in this column a few months ago about automated
radio. It's now being experimented with on the West Coast of the U.S. So maybe in
a couple of months we might be saying "Old radio personalities never die, they
just become a continuous loop". Now's the time to make friends, you gods of the
asphalt jungle (disc jockeys). Don't offend any more groups by "disastering"
their records, 'cuz you just might end up working for one of these groups or artists.
As a matter of fact I understand one group has made so much money that they've
bought a string of car washes.
Get ready for the Pink Plum. This Winnipeg group has just finished up
their record session for the newly formed T.C.P. label and will debut "Along

Came Pride" and "You've Lost That Lovin' Feeling" on Dec 8. Distribution will
be handled by London. Says Ray Levin, their business manager, "This group is
destined to be one of Canada's top exports". They made their first appearance
on Nov 24th and 25th at a continuous "flower power" dance in the 'Peg, along
with The Bedlam Four, and The Other Five. Promotion for this dance involved
the giving away of 10,000 flowers.
Eleanor Zadik sends news from NYC that Montreal's Carnival Connection
has a new drummer. His name is Nicky Katsos and he also does well on the vocals. Nicky was born in Montreal on June 30th. 1948 and spent most of his childhood in Halifax. He returned to Montreal last year and now has latched onto one
of the biggest experiences in his life. There'll be news of a record retease from
the Connection within the next few weeks.
All you Nocturnal fans who were wondering how your favourite group was
doing can rest assured that they're winning the east. But don't panic, they'll be
going back to Vancouver in a few months. We easterners don't have water anywhere that compares with your Fraser Valley effort. Now about their success.
Between the gourmet meals that Chad has beeR fixing, the guys have been pretty
busy on gigs. They've even got dates going into February and the month of December is filling up fast. Here's a few of the more important dates coming up
that you Upper Canadians should make a note of. London's Western Fair Grounds
(Nov 24); University of Waterloo (Dec 2); Wonderland Gardens, London (Dec 8); a
return to Paradise Gardens in Guelph (Dec 10); Port Hope High School (Dec 16);
Erin High School (Dec 22); and Marty's Place in Wingham (Dec 27). I also hear

Long Island's Hung Jury have made a
giant sized impression in Canada.

Vancouver's Nocturnals are becoming
one of Eastern Canada's top groups.

By Guest Columnist Stan Klees

NOW...YOU HAVE TO BE KEMPT AND RULY!
A girl can buy a whole wardrobe and find that it is out of fashion overnight.
Groups often find themselves in the same position. A show that was the utter end
yesterday may suddenly have to be completely revamped. The costumes that you
just bought suddenly aren't in fashion anymore. The songs you are doing today
may not be the sound that attracts tomorrow and the appearance of your group can
also very quickly be outmoded. This is happening right now as the "hippy" craze
heads for a sudden death. The clean-cut, wholesome appearance is on its way
back and the successful U.S. groups of today indicate that the old "Rolling
Stones" look has run its course. You have to dress and wash and really look
good on stage to compete. The period costuming and the vaudeville costuming of
a few months ago has all but disappeared. The raggedy unkempt look of the
villager musician is dropping out of the picture.
To many groups this will mean additional expense and a complete revamping of wardrobe. For many groups it is their first experience in watching a fad
die and they will learn from this how to be careful and how to be on the alert to
watch the trends in the music business.

they'll be playing Toronto's top teen nite spot as well as a famous Coffee House
in the Village.
That "Proud Canadian" sends us another note, this time about a Sudbury
group known as The Taxi. PC apparently saw the group on local TV and thought
so much of their presentation that he hunted up a bit of info on the group. They
were formerly known as The Beasties, but because of a Toronto group having
the same moniker they decided on The Queens Taxi, but happily and quickly
settled for The Taxi. Leader of the group is Jim Norris (drums) who has full support from FredCacciotti (lead guitar); Ray Chaput (bass); Jorma Larton (rhythm);
and Doug Simmons (organist. They've been moving into Southern Ontario bit by
bit and finding tremendous acceptance particularly in the Collingwood area.
They'll be taking up residence in Toronto before too long.

HUNG JURY CAPTURES CANADIAN MARKETS
Toronto: Hung Jury's debut disc "Buses" (Colgems 1010) has found ready acceptance at many of the VIP radio stations across Canada and moves into No.
39 spot on the RPM 100 this week.
The group, all from the North Shore of Long Island, New York, are managed by Al Levine and are considered one of the top vocal groups of the "Pepsi
Generation".
They are made up of Dominic Bruscino (drums); Eddie Bruscino (rhythm
guitar) and vocals); Warren Cook (organ); Joey Covino (bass and vocals); and
Ronnie Perrotta (lead guitar).
The Hung Jury have signed a long term exclusive recording contract
with Colgems and should have a follow-up to "Buses" plus an album on the
market, by the first of the new year.

"TEEN SCENE '67" PRESENTS 33 HAMILTON BANDS
Hamilton, Ont: Mr. G.L. Featherstone, Executive Director of the East Kiwanis
Boys' Club, announces the second annual "Teen Scene", a day dedicated to
the teenagers of Hamilton, which will take place Nov 24th and 25th. Mr. Featherstone notes that "Teen Scene '66 was a great day for 18 Hamilton teenage
bands and now in '67 the event has grown to the extent that we must carry it into a 2 day presentation". There will be 33 bands represented this year.
In view of the fact that all these new young bands are non-union it was
most encouraging for this hard working committee to learn of the complete cooperation they were to receive from the local Musicians Union and their Executive.
A report of winners is to follow.

The Carnival Connection, one of Montreal's top groups, have a new drummer.

The Taxi have been creating a great deal
of excitement around Sudbury.

The death of the unprofessional look is one of the best things that could
happen to the music business. The entertainment world has always been at its
best when the highest point of glamour is attained. Earthiness doesn't sell because everybody has it. We will never be so complacent that we will not strive
to live with glamour above what we can attain everyday and Hollywood and television work everyday to glamourize and glorify the performer and showbusiness.
With all this has come the show and the performance. Both are now number
one. Your act must be polished and exciting and this gives me the chance to say
that too many groups go out into the business with no show at all. They merely
stand on stage and play. They seem to feel they are there only to make music for
dancers. This fallacy went out with the big band era and the seated static sideman who left the flair and performance to the poor bandleader while the sideman
stood and sat On cue. Today the group scene has changed that and the music
part of the performance is small compared to the singing, the flashing lights,
the costuming and the choreography. Whether you like it or not, you have to -be
an entertainer today and being an apt musician just isn't enough.
In a way, this new development is good from the standpoint that it will
open the way'for the young performer to break into the very lucrative adult business.

Don't mistake my comments. I don't mean you can't be inventive. There
is always room for an act than can come up with something different, and I
think a new idea will take you a long way, but the beards and goatees and long
hair are on their way out.
One good thing will remain from all this. The length of hair is now longer
than it was before the Beatles came along, but not as long as it was at the worst
of the fad. Just a little big longer. Now you can look like a boy
agin.

TRANS-CONTINENTAL PROMOTIONS LTD.
- CANADIAN REPS FOR BEACOM

BEE GEES MOVE INTO TOP SIDE OF CHARTS

Winnipeg: Trans-Continental Promotions Ltd., headed up by Ray Levin will now
represent Beacom & Associates, from Minneapolis. Beacom, probably one of the
largest bookers in the Midwest, also have offices in San Francisco and New York,
and represent many of the top names in the business.
One of TCP's top groups, The Guess Who are currently happening on a
large scale both in Canada dan the U.S. with their Quality release of "Flying
On The Ground". (U.S. release on Fontana). Besides moving well up the Canadian charts, it's now being "picked" and charted at many of the VIP stations
across the American nation. They are also seen each week on the CBC;-TV network show "Let's Go" at 5:30 PM each Thursday. Their exposure on this show
has resulted in a fantastic amount of mail being received at both the television
outlet and their fan club. They'll be off on a tour of the U.S. the first of the year.

NYC: Atco's hottest and fastest moving pop group, The Bee Gees, are now entering their final phase on the way to the top of the charts with "Massachusetts"
(RPM 33). They are experiencing similar chart success in the U.S. Holland,
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and Germany.

Bee Gee Robin Gibb narrowly escaped serious injury in the recent British
train crash that killed fifty-four passengers and injured hundreds more. Robin's
coach was badly smashed which resulted in bruises and glass cuts to himself
which necessitated in him being taken to Lewisham Hospital and his release
a few hours later after being treated for shock and cuts. He is now convalescing
at his parents home in Buckinghamshire.
The Bee Gees will open their American tour on Jan 27 at the new 20,000
seater Forum Stadium in Los Angeles. The tour will last for 21 days.
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CBC PRESENTS A "COLLAGE" SOUND OF CANADA

S

Toronto: The popular CBC radio network's "Tuesday Night" will present "Canada Dash, Canada Dot" in its entirety on Nov 28 at 8:10 PM EST. The production, a Centennial collage -trilogy commissioned by the CBC, was written by

14 - 30
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James Reaney and composed by John Beckwith and was produced for the CBC
radio network by James Kent.
The musical collage on life in Canada (past and present) is described by
composer Beckwith as follows: "Reaney and use a style we call collage, a
free -hand pasting together of disparate elements such as musical quotations, independent instrumental lines, percussion noises, poetry (both spoken and sung),
prose and various vocal sound -effects."
I

"Canada Dash, Canada Dot" is made up of three parts. Part one, titled
"The Line Across", describes a dash across Canada from east to west and from
the present into the past. Part two, "The Line Up and Down" is described by
composer Beckwith as: "An imaginary voyage north up Toronto's Yonge Street,
which becomes at the same time a voyage from the present into the ancestral
past so that present-day sights and sounds such as banks, department stores,
and go-go taverns, are gradually transformed into pioneer farms. Much of the latter part of this concerns the early 19th century settlement of the Children of
Sharon Peace Sect at Sharon, about 35 miles east of Toronto".
Part three, "Canada Dot" as described by James Reaney "Is a short
walk where you put all the images of the country together and pick at random the most brilliant ones".
To perform Canada "Dash, Canada Dot", speakers, singers and musicians were required. Speakers included Nonny Griffin, Virginia McLeod, Jonathan
Beckwith, Arch McDonell, and Sandy Webstert Singers are Mary Morrison, soprano,
Patricia Rideout, contralto; Jan Van Evera, folksinger; Richard Braun, baritone;
and Walter Veritkaitis, bass. Musicians are Robert Aitken on flute and piccolo;
Bernard Temoin, clarinet and bass clarinet; Fred Stone, trumpet; Ted Roderman,
trombone; Vair Capper, percussion; Carol McCartney, violin; Eugene Hudson,
viola; William Kuinka, mandolin and string bass; Gordon Kushner, piano and
celeste; and John Beckwith on piano, celeste and harmonium.
"Canada Dash, Canada Dot" was performed before an audience at the
Concert Hall, Edward Johnson Building, University of Toronto.
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26 SKINNY LEGS & ALL
Joe Tex-Atco

16

18 MR DREAM MERCHANT
Jerry Butler -Mercury
27 SHAME ON ME
Chuck Jackson -Wand

BOSS FOURTEEN
2

2 SOUL MAN
Sam & Dave-Stax

3

4

17

3 YOUR PRECIOUS LOVE
Marvin & Tammi-Motown

4 EXPRESSWAY TO YOUR HEART
Soul Survivors -Crimson

6

7 YOU'RE ALL THAT I NEED

7

10 YOU'RE ALL THAT I NEED

TheTemptations-Motown

10
11

19

-- YESTERDAY

Ray Charles -Spartan
20 --- GET DOWN
Harvey Scales/7 Sounds -Magic Touch.
21 -- IN AND OUT OF LOVE
The Supremes-Motown

Stevie Wonder -Motown

9

28 GET IT TOGETHER
James Brown -King

5 I'M WONDERIN'

5

8

18

22

The Temptations -Motown
11 HUNK OF FUNK
Gene Dozier & The Brother Hood -Mini
12 SHOUT BAMA LAMA
Mickey Murray; -Quality
6 NATURAL WOMAN

Aretha Franklin -Atlantic
8 IT WON'T BE ME

24 GO GO GIRL
Lee Dorsey -Bell
24 -- WHOLE LOT OF WOMAN
Arthur Con ley-Atco
25 -EVERLASTING LOVE
Robert Knight -Monument
23

26

James Brown -Delta
12

27

14 9 LBS OF STEEL

-- SATURDAY NIGHT
Eddy Floyd-Stax

17 LET LOVE COME BETWEEN US
James& Bobby Purify -Bell
19 DIRTY MAN
Laura Lee -Chess

Joe Simon -Monument

SWEET SWEET LOVIN'
The Platters -Columbia
29 -- HONEY CHILE
Martha Reeves/Vandellas-Gordy
28

13

23 STAGGER LEE

14

24 I SECOND THE EMOTION
Smockey Robinson/Miracles-Motown

Wilson Pickett -Atlantic

30
31

.111=1=NIM,

-- COVER ME
Percy Sledge -Atlantic
-- SOCK IT TO ME 1-2-3
Johnny Roberts -Dyke

"MARTY'S PLACE" TO SPOTLIGHT TOP DANCERS
IN MID -WESTERN ONTARIO
Wingham: "Marty's Place" CKNX-TV's weekly dance type show has launched a
20 week dance contest to find the top dancers in mid -western Ontario. Two couples
are chosen each week from the different high schools and at the end of 20 weeks,
all arebrought back and the viewers at home will be given a chance to vote for
their favourites.
Prizes are 2 Electrohome Portable TV sets for the winniiig team; 2
Electrohome portable stereo record players for the No. 2 team; and the third
place winners will pick up sports clothes.
Host of "Marty's Place" is popular CKNX radio personality Marty Adler.

LISTEN TO JOHN DONABIE 1 AM to 6 AM

"WHERE IT'S AT..." CKFH 1430 TORONTO

PRQDUCED BY SANFORD PRODUCTIONS - 925-0826

Bebe

CANADIAN DISC JOCKEYS

eeRECOMMENDATIONS

MORNING MAGIC
Stampeders-MWC-2001-G

REVIEW NEW RECORDS
PEACE OF MIND
Paul Revere & Raiders -Columbia -44335-H

4!
4

HELLO GOODBYE
Beatles -Capitol -2056-F

MORNING MAGIC - THE STAMPEDERS - MUSIC WORLD CREATIONS
LARRY DICKINSON - CJCJ - Woodstock, New Brunswick
"This song is this week's number 7 song and I'm sure that if Canadian DJ's would give a listen to
it and its flip they'd know that Canada has done it again."
RON WADDELL - CKDM - Dauphin, Manitoba
"A great Canadian sound. These guys are good. This record is good. Second week on our CKDM Super
73 Survey it is No. 44, and No. 7 on our Canadian Talent Top Ten. It's a must."
BRIAN BAKER - CHOW - Welland, Ontario
"It won the 'Battle. of the New Sounds' for a week straight in Welland, and finally was retired as an
undefeated champ. Has all the makings of a big hit, and is the biggest Canadian sound in the Niagara
Peninsula for some time."

MARTY ADLER - CKNX - Wingham, Ontario
"Of all the Canadian releases out now, there is only one suitable enough for my chart and this is it.
The harmony is tremendous and it's original and that's what we need."

WOMAN WOMAN

Union Gap -Columbia -44297-H

FREEDOM BIRD

Lewis & Clarke Expedition-Rca-66-1011-N

ACCOMPANIMENT RECORDED TAPES FOR

PERFORMERS
Would you like to have Canada's top vocal coach and his
trio record just for you (on tape) any songs of your choice

ge3o

t__Knrn7

in your key so that you can sing or play the solo part?

IT'S EASY & INEXPENSIVE!
The Art Snider Trio will "custom" record (on tape) accompaniments for
any two songs (they can be hit paraders or standards, rock n' roll tunes or
ballads) for one modest fee: $9.98 postpaid.

FOR A USEFUL TAPE RECORDED SONG SAMPLE
AND FULL EXPLANATION, SEND ONLY $1.00 TO:

heahry eveirdiete
(Barry 3486)

ART SNIDER ENTERPRISES, LTD.

- ---- 77 OVERBANK CRES.
(\.)
Page 4
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BARRY RECORDS ARE MANUFACTURED
AND DISTRIBUTED IN CANADA BY
QUALITY RECORDS LIMITED

ACCOMPANIMENT DON MILLS, ONTARIO, CANADA
(Telephone: (416) 445-0878)
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I heard that Dee, formerly of Dee and The Yeomen, and Ernie Lyons,
formerly with The Luv Lites, have formed a new group called Dee, Ern and The
Ferns. A combination like that could go a long way.
Canada's Footprints have been signed to a recording contract with Capitol
Records. Their first release "Never Sgy Die" will be released in the States later
this month./ian and Sylvia will appear with folksinger Tom Rush at New York's
Hunter College on Dec 8.
Elvis Presley's latest movie soundtrack "Clambake" (RCA Victor) is one
of the best he's ever made. In his films, he not only sings and acts but also does
his own stunts. His upcoming film "Stay Away, Joe", he actually rides a motorcycle at top speeds and in a fight scene with three men he tumbles 80 feet down
a steep road into near -freezing water. He was the only one of the four who wasn't
hurt in the scene.
Jefferson Airplane's next album is to be called "After Bathing At Baxters".
They're still working on it./The Blues Projects have broken up. Two members,
Steve Katz and Al Kooper, formed a new group known as Blood, Sweat and Tears
They expect to record for Verve/Forecast./ Jim Webb, composer of such songs
as The Fifth Dimension's "Up, Up and Away" and "Paper Cup" and Glen Campbell's "By The Time I Get To Phoenix", has been signed by Dunhill Records as
a producer and writer.
Lee Hazelwood's LHI label is to be distributed by ABC Records./The Hot
Biscuit Disc Company, Koppelman-Rubin's new label, is manufactured and dis-

t1

tributed by Capitol. First release is "A Little Rain Must Fall" by The Epic
Splendor./MGM has also made a distribution deal with the new Poppy label. First
release is by The Shame entitled "Too Old To Go "Nay Little Girl". MGM is also
handling the marketing for Cameo -Parkway. To date, concentration has been on
Bunny Sigler. His single "Lovey Dovey" is curreritly riding high on R&B charts.
The Whisky -A -Go -Go is importing many top English groups. Scheduled

are The Hollies, Procol Harum, Jimi Hendrix Experience and John Mayall's
Bluesmakers.

WARHURST MUSIC COMPANY MOVES TO NEW QUARTERS
Calgary, Alta: In a recent expansion campaign, Warhurst Music Company Ltd.,
moved their studios to larger quarters at 612 - 17th Avenue, S.W.
The new Directors in the expanded operation are Mr. Roy Warhurst, Mr.
Jim Peake, Mr. Lloyd Smith and Mr. Herb Urano.
The Company is also anticipating the adding of several new components
to their operation which include tape duplicating machines and several more
specialized microphones. Warhurst Music has already cut several "master sessions" for major Canadian labels including Rodeo and London Records.
Warhurst Music has been actively engaged for the past ten years in commercial recordings, music publishing, producing jingles, recording demos and
record pressing.
With their new location, the firm is anticipating a greater volume of business from the immediate area as well as outside points.
Offices of the company will remain located at 1510 - 6th Street, S.W.

4
Murray Wilson is responsible for creating a group, The Beach Boys, who
have changed the music trend at least three times. On his own, Wilson has conceived and produced an instrumental album "The Many Moods of Murray Wilson"
(Capitol). He has written several of the selections including "The Happy Song",

"Broken Heart", "Islands in The Sky" and "Betty's Waltz".
The Lettermen come up with their first live album, "The Lettermen!!!
and Live!" (Capitol) featuring such recents as "What Now My Love", "Love,
This is My Song" and "Windy".
The Seeds are not only good at "Flower Music" but they prove their
talent in blues on their new album "A Full Spoon of Seedy Blues" (GNP Crescendo). The group is known as The Sky Saxon Blues Band, for this session. Best
cuts include "Moth and The Flame" and "One MoreTime Blues".
The Centennial edition of the RPM Directory is better than ever. One
thing that's missing is the Canadian recording artists' listings. But I can see
why. A group known as Gary and The Reflections started out two years ago and
since then have been known as The Ookpiks, Just Us, Group Therapy, The Tripp
and are presently called The Livingston's Journey. How can you keep up with
these name changes? You list them for the printer and by press time the group
has a new name.
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WE DON'T LIKE MUSIC...
We love it! From concert to pop, from opera to opry, music suits our individual
tastes and moods. We wake, work, eat, sleep and make merry in tune with it. This
universal language bridges the international scene, upholding old cultures and
developing new. We would not want to live without music-would you?
BMI
We are proud of the part that BM I Canada Limited, together with
-our affiliated composers and publishers, has played in supporting and
fostering Canada's role in the miracle of music.
All the worlds of music for all of today's audience.

CANADA
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CANADA'S TOP TEEN NIGHT SPOT

Is there a nite spot in Toronto
where teenagers can relax and let their
hair down, without the usual fear of adult
over -supervision that spoils a
well planned night on the town?
There is and surprisingly enough
it's right down on the main stem and is
known by the now internationally known
moniker THE HAWKS NEST.
RPM decided to look in on this
beautifully appointed nest that entertains well over 2000 teenagers on a two
day weekend. Add another 1000 if they
have a Sunday "Special".
The Hawks Nest first happened
back in 1963 when owners Ronnie Hawkins
and Bill Bulucon decided to supply a
downtown nite spot for the teenage trade.
The famous interior decorator,
Tom Delutis was called in to lay out the
club and picked as his theme The Vikings and their rustic but very masculine
type architecture. His hero being Eric
The Red. The hard lines became very
attractive and soft with the use of very
intimate lighting. The Hawks Nest is
actually appointed to resemble a Viking
ship.
With the opening of the Hawks
Nest, teenagers from Toronto and from
points surroundingthe metropolis made
Friday and Saturday nights a habit at
the novelty had worn off, so did the
crowds and the Hawks Nest suffered a

bearded wonder, and one of the pioneers
of teenage recognition in Toronto, who
was responsible for the fame enjoyed by
most of the top Ontario groups.
Scribner had the club back on its
feet in no time, and now, each night is
practically a capacity night.
His policy; to supply his patrons
with the best in Canadian and foreign
talent available. Troublemakers were
immediately barred and he set up a
frisk policy that angered a few but was
one of the best moves he made. Gary
Dean, a giant of a man, looks in purses
and frisks the guys and since this operation was put into effect there hasn't
been one instance of trouble over a
misused bottle of booze. The club also
employs 5 supervisors who keep an eye
out for trouble in the washrooms and on
the floor.
Passout privileges are not allowed being as the club maintains snack bar
facilities where patrons can buy anything
from soft drinks, cigarettes and chips to
pizzas and hot dogs.
The most popular type of talent
spotlighted at the club is the commercial
rhythm and blues although they will feature the big names in rock bands.
Some of the big U.S. entertainers
who have played the club are Bo Diddley,
King Curtis, Bobby Hebb, Sam & Bill and
TheTiffann ies.
Canadian names who have played

slight decline in its popularity. But

the Hawks Nest include: The Luv Lites

last year, along came Ron Scribner, the

and TheTiaras, Mandala, Jon & Lee Group,

the downtown show place. But after

When teenagers hit Toronto they head for the Hawks Nest. Photos above show
some of the patrons as they enjoy themselves. centre photo at the top is owner,
sometimes host, Ronnie Hawkins. Below them CHUM's Brian Skinner (L) and

The Majestics, Grant Smith and The Power,
and The Power Project.
Coming up are Jackie Shane, and
Hamilton's famous Bobby Washington and
The Soul Society and the cream of Vancouver's white R&B, The Nocturnals.
Groups play 3, 40 minute sets.
An hour before the band goes on, a total
of 34 speakers supply the best in recorded entertainment as well as between sets,
which keeps the club moving.
Scribner has also experimented

with groups and one such successful experiment was with The Lords of London
who brought along a string and brass section. He is also completing negotiations
with CKFH to have a once a month "live"
show eminate from the Hawks Nest. Radio
personalities from CHUM emcee many of

the "specials" as well as the regular
That's The HAWKS NEST. It's
beautiful, it's big, it's a blockbuster and
that's why it's called the MOST FABULOUS TEEN NITE SPOT IN CANADA.

manager of the Hawks Nest Ron Scribner. Part of the string section that attended the successful Lords of London appearance are shown in the bottom right.
Some of the Viking decor can also be seen in the photos.

